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A review and statistical analysis
of the ultrasonic velocity method for
estimating the poroslty fraction In
polycrystall|ne materials is presented.
Inltially, a seml-empirical model is
developed showing the origin of the
llnear relationship between ultrasonic
velocity and porosity fraction. Then,
from a compilation of data produced by
many researchers, scatter plots of
velocity versus percent porosity data
are shown for Al203, CuO, MgO, porcelain-
based ceramics, PZT, SiC, SI3N 4, steel,
tungsten, UO2, (Uo.3oPuo.70)C, and
YBa2Cu30?_ X. Linear regression analy-
sis produced predicted slope, inter-
cept, correlation coefficient, level
of significance, and confidence inter-
val statlstlcs for the data. Velocity
values predicted from regression analy-
sis for fully-dense materlals are In
good agreement with those calculated
from elastlc properties.
INTRODUCTION
The physical behavior of compo-
nents manufactured from polycrystalline
materials is in many cases directly
dependent on the porosity fraction
(volume fraction of pores). As exam-
ples concerning key properties of
technologically-lmportant materials,
porosity fraction has been shown to
affect: (1) the strength, toughness
and modulus of structural and refrac-
tory materials such as steel (ref. l),
tungsten (ref. 2), SiC (ref. 3), Si3N 4
(ref. 3), and Al203 (ref. 3), (2) the
strength of nuclear fuel materials
such as UO2 (refs. 4 and 5), (3) the
thermal shock behavior and strength of
porcelaln-based ceramics (refs. 6 and
7), (4) the dielectric and elastic
properties of piezoelectric materials
such as PZT (ref. 8), and (5) the crit-
Ical current denslty, diamagnetic
response, and modulus of superconduct-
Ing ceramics such as YBa2Cu307_x
(refs. 9 to ll). In the latter case,
reference 9 has shown that porosity
fraction variations on the order of
l percent in YBa2Cu307_x samples can
result in an order of magnitude varia-
tion in crltlcal current density. In
such cases where physical properties
are directly dependent on porosity
fraction, the measurementof porosity
fraction becomesimportant in the qual-
ity assurance process for the material.
Currently, various methods are
available for measuring the porosity
fraction of polycrystalline materials.
The most commoninclude dry-weight
dimensional and liquid immersion
(ref. 12). Other methods for obtaining
porosity fraction include estimates
from optical areal ana]ysis measure-
ments (ref. 13) and estimates from
x-ray attenuation measurements(ref. 14). The choice of method is
dependent on experimental conditions
including sample geometry and whether
addltlonal investigation is required
with the sample. For example, the
dry-welght dimensional method can only
be used for regularly-shaped samples
with uniform dlmensions such as cubes
and rods, while liquid immersion is
potentially destructive due to ]iquid
infusion into the sample. Becauseof
the lack of a truly universal porosity
fraction measurementmethod, it seems
worthwhile to consider additional
measurement/estimation methods that
may be usefu] and convenient in cer-
tain laboratory and industrial situa-
tions. In this study, we consider the
ultrasonic velocity measurementmethod
for estimating porosity fraction.
the porosity fraction ranges investi-
gated. Smith's work concerned metallic
samples while Nagarajan's work concerned
ceramic samples. Other researchers
began to investigate similar correla-
tions with different materials. Here,
we review and statistically ana]yze
these empirical correlations between
ultrasonic velocity and porosity Frac-
tion for polycrystalline materials.
Initially, a semi-empirical model is
developed showing the origin of the
linear relationship between ultrasonic
velocity and porosity fraction. Then,
scatter p]ots of velocity versus Der-
cent porosity data are shownfor AI203,
CuO, MgO,porcelain-based ceramics,
PZT, SiC, SI3N4, steel, tungsten, UO2,
(Uo.3oPuo.70)C, and YBa2Cu307_×. Lin-
ear regression analysis produced pre-
dicted slope, intercept, correlation
coefficient, level of significance, and
confidence interval statistics for the
data. Additionally, velocity values
predicted from regression for fully-
dense materials are comparedwith those
calculated from elastic properties.
SEMI-EMPIRICALMODEL
When there are no boundary effects
present, the velocity of a longitudinal
ultrasonic wave traveling in a solid is
related to the elastic properties and
density of the solid by (ref. 17):
V : {[E(I - v)]/[p(l + v)(l - 2v)]} I/2
(1)
Ultrasonic velocity is a rela-
tively simple measurement that requlres
the material specimen to have one pair
of sides flat and parallel (ref. 15).
The advantages of this method are that
it is nondestructive and measurements
can be made on different regions of a
single specimen. Smith (ref. 2) and
Nagarajan (ref. 16) were two of the
flrst researchers to establish empiri-
cal correlations between porosity frac-
tion and ultrasonic velocity for
polycrystalllne materials. The corre-
lations appeared relatively linear over
where V, E, p, and v are the veloc-
ity, elastic modulus, bulk density, and
Poisson's ratio, respectively, of the
material. (The velocity of a shear
ultrasonic wave traveling in a solid is
related to the elastic properties and
density of the solid by:
V : {E/[2p(l + v)]} I/2 (l(a)))
An "apparent" modulus (ref. 3) for
porous materials can be considered
which depends on the porosity fraction.
Several early emplr|cal Investlgations
provided evldence that the modulus
increases exponentially wlth decreasing
porosity fraction according to(refs. 18 and 19):
E = Eoexp(-bP') (2)
where Eo Is the elastic modulus of a
fully-dense (nonporous) material, b
is an emplrlcally-determined constant
related to pore shape, pore dlstribu-
tion, and the ratio of open-to-closed
pores, and P' is the porosity frac-
tion. The use of equation (2) to eval-
uate Eo by extrapolatlon from fitted
experimental data has sometimes resulted
in large discrepancies between the
extrapolated and observed values(ref. 20). An alternative to equation
(2) has been suggested to describe the
relationship betweenelastic modulus
and poroslty fraction (ref. 21):
E = Eo(I - p')2n+1 (3)
where n, llke b, |s an empirically-
determlned constant that depends on
pore dlstributlon and pore geometry
factors. 1
Porosity fraction P',, can be
expressed as"
P' : (l - (p/po)) (4)
where Po is the theoretical (nonpo-
rous material) density. Rearranging
equation (4) allows us to express bulk
density as a function of porosity frac-
tion:
Iconcerning the relationship
between Poisson's ratio and porosity
fraction, most of the limited studies
of Poisson's ratio show it decreasing
with increasing porosity fraction less
rapidly than for elastic modulus
(ref. 3). In this development, it is
assumed that Poisson's ratio is inde-
pendent of porosity fraction.
p = po(l - P') (5)
Substituting equations (3) and (5)
into equation (I) a11ows velocity to be
expressed as"
V = Vo(l - p')n (6)
where Vo _s a constant for a given
material equal to:
Vo = {[Eo(1 - v)]l[Po(1 + v)(l - 2v)]} I12
(7)
Vo is the velocity in a fully-dense
(nonporous) material, l.e., the "theo-
retlca1" veloclty. (For shear waves"
Vo = {Eo/[2po(l + v)]}I/2 (7(a)))
The general case for all n can be
shown by expanding the rlght-hand slde
of equation (6) using the binomial
theorem (ref. 22) so that:
V = Vo{1 + [n(-P')] + [n(n - l)
x (-P')2/2!] +. + [n(n - l)
x .in - k + i)i-P')k/k!]+.
.}
(8)
From the ratlo test, equation (8) is
absolutely convergent for IP'I < I.
Settlng n = 1 in equations (3)
and (8) results in good agreement for
a number of materials over a wide
porosity fraction range (O.l < P'
< 0.7) (ref. 21). In this case, the
rlght-hand side of equation (8) is
reduced such that:
V = Vo(l - P') (9)
Equatlon (9) shows a linear relation-
ship between velocity and porosity
fraction and is the basis for select-
ing linear regression to analyze the
empirical correlations reported in
this study.
It Is sometlmes convenient to dls-
cuss the relatlonshlp between veloclty
and percent porosity, %P, where:
%P = (P')IO0 (10)
Solvlng equation (10) for P' and sub-
stttutlng into equation (9) gives:
V = m(%P) + Vo (11)
where
m = -VollO0 (12)
Equation (II) shows a linear rela-
tionshlp between V and %P where m
and Vo are the slope and intercept,
respectively.
We can also define a "percent
theoretlcal velocity," %TV, where:
%TV : (V/Vo)lO0 (13)
Solving equation (13) for V and
substituting into equation (11) gives:
%TV : m'(%P) + 100 (14)
where
I
m = (m)1OOlV o (15)
Equation (14) shows a linear rela-
t!onshlp between %TV and %P where
m and 100 are the slope and inter-
cept, respectlvely. Presenting the
velocity versus porosity fraction rela-
tlonship in terms of equation (14) is
essentially a normallzation procedure
In that the theoretical velocity of a
material and the type of wave (longitu-
dinal or shear) used in the velocity
measurement are "removed" as variables.
From the derlvative of equation (14),
the followlng quantity can be defined:
(llm') = (A%PIA%TV) (16)
where a Is "change in."
DATA EXTRACTION PROCEDURE
Almost all of the data presented
in this study were obtained from
previously-published studies. The
policy employed was that all of the
available data should be tabulated and
analyzed. In most cases, the reference
provided V versus p data, either in
the form of a table or plot. In some
cases, the reference provided percent
theoretical density (%po) or P
values instead of p values. Nhere
necessary, p and %Po values were
converted to %P values with the aid
of equations (4) and (IO). 2
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS METHOD
Linear regression analysis and its
assoclated statistics utilized in this
study are briefly described in the next
several paragraphs. The authors felt
that a comprehensive set of statistics
was necessary for this analysis because
of the variation among data sets in the
number of velocity measurements and the
porosity fraction range over which
those measurements were made.
Linear regression analysis is con-
cerned with the problem of predicting
or estimating the value of a (depend-
ent) variable (V and %TV in equa-
tions (II) and (14), respectively) on
the basis of another (independent) var-
iable (%P in equations (II) and (14)).
For the sake of simplicity, we have
applied the classical regression model
(ref. 23) which involves the following
assumptions. V (and %TV) has been
assumed to contain all the error while
%P has been assumed to contain no
21n most cases, the references
provided V and p data to 3 or 4
significant figures. For the sake of
uniformity, all data and subsequent
calculations including statistical
values are presented in this report to
at most 3 significant figures.
error. 3 The variance in V (and %TV)
has been assumed to be constant for all
values of %P, and the dlstribution
about V has been assumed to be normal
with mean values lying exactly on the
regression llne. It also has been
assumed that only one V value was
measured at a particular %P.
Linear regression analys!s results
in predicted slope (m and m in
eqs. ill) and il4), respectively) and
intercept (Vo in eq. ill)) values that
describe the relationship between V
(and %TV) and %P. The Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient
and level of significance statistics
describe the quality of the regression.
The correlation coefficient measures
the strength of the linear relationship
for the sample data. The level of slg-
nificance, determined by the number of
data points and the value of the corre-
lation coefficient, determines an
acceptance or confidence region for the
regress|on. A level of significance of
0.025 corresponds to a 95 percent con-
fidence region. The smaller (better)
the level of significance, the lower
the probability that the value of the
correlation coefficient can be attrib-
uted to chance.
Confidence Intervals for the pre-
dlcted slope, intercept, and mean
velocity values (the mean of further
velocity measurements obtained at some
3An analysis assuming errors in
both variables is significantly more
complicated. For some data sets, the
uncertainty in %P may in fact be com-
parable to that of V. The total
uncertainties in each of %P and V
including experimental uncertainties,
uncertainties in extracting data from
plots, and different assumed values of
Po are estlmated to be less than
5 percent in all cases.
%P value) are also presented. The
95 percent symmetric confidence inter-
val was chosen for the analysls. 4 In
practical terms, the 95 percent confl-
dence interval means that in 95 percent
of the cases, the true value of the
parameter wil] fall within the calcula-
ted interval.
REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
The review and statistical analy-
sis are presented in Table I and fig-
ures l to 61. Most of the figures show
scatter plots of V versus %P data
for Al203 (refs. 16, 24 to 27), CuO
(ref. 28) MgO (ref. 29), porcelain-
based ceramics (refs. 7, 30 and 31),
PZT (ref. 8), SiC (refs. 26, 32 to 35),
SI3N 4 (refs. 36 to 38), steel iref. 39),
tungsten (ref. 2), UO2 (ref. 40), (Uo.30
Puo.70)C (ref. 41), and YBa2Cu307_ X
(refs. II, 42 to 45). The table presents
the linear regression statistics corre-
sponding to the scatter plots. The
95 percent confidence interval for the
predicted slope and intercept values
are presented In table I whlle the
95 percent confldence interval for mean
predicted velocity values is shown by
4The choice of a particular size
confidence interval is "economic" rather
than mathematical. It depends directly
on the cost of an error, and hence on
the frequency with which one can afford
to be wrong. High confidence intervals
lead to wide limits, and if these limits
are too wide to be useful, the gap
between them must be reduced either by
accepting less confidence or by increas-
ing the amount of data (ref. 23).
dashed lines on the scatter plots. 5
The quantlty (A%PIA%TV) is provlded for
a11 plot lines in the corresponding
table entries. (Note that this quan-
tity also has a confidence interval
associated wlth it, the w!dth of which
is similar to that for m ).
Pertinent information concerning
the reference's study including ultra-
sonic technique, measurement uncertain-
tles, 6 microstructural anisotropy,
material processing techniques, and
velocity variation within specimens is
also included in the table. A blank
5Several issues concerning the
95 percent confidence intervals for
predicted Intercept, slope, and mean
velocity values need to be noted.
First, the assumption of only one V
value for a particular %P value is a
conservative assumption that we know Is
false for some of the data sets in this
review (see "comments" in table I).
This assumption tends to make the lim-
its of the confldence interval wider
(worse) than if the confidence interval
was calculated based on the mean of
several veloclty measurement values at
a particular %P value. Second, the
confidence Intervals for predicted
slope and intercept may not appear
exactly symmetric In table I due to
the round off procedure. Third, the
95 percent confidence interval for mean
predicted velocity values is in most
cases drawn (dashed line) over the
entire %P range shown. In several
cases, the interval extends beyond the
%P range where velocity data exists.
In these cases, the interval widens
(worsens) as expected where no data
exists.
61n most cases, the experimental
uncertainties in the velocity and den-
sity measurements were provided by the
reference. In the event that they were
not, the uncertainties were estimated
from the reference's description of
samples and measurement techniques, and
from our experience.
table entry indicates that the informa-
tion was unavailable. The "comments"
in the table give the number of data
points for that particular reference
and in some cases point out a major
conclusion determined by the reference
concerning the V versus %P data.
The figures are organlzed as fol-
lows. Figures I to 4, 6 to 9, 12 to
15, 17 to 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 33 to 36,
38, 40 to 42, 44, 45, 48 to 50, 52 to
54, 57 to 59, show scatter plots of V
(and %TV) versus %P for a single
reference's data. 7 Results of multiple
investigations for a specific material
were also combined and analyzed as one
data set in flgures 5, lO, 37, 43, 46,
55, and 60. Additionally, plots com-
paring predicted (in most cases)
regression lines obtalned for a spec-
Ific material from different investi-
gatlons are given in figures II, 16,
24, 27, 30 to 32, 39, 47, 51, 56, and
61. Where appllcable for a material,
scatter plots of 1ongitudlnal wave
velocity data are presented before
plots of shear wave velocity data. For
most scatter plots, the solid llne
drawn is the linear regression line
determined from the least-squares tech-
nique. For the plots with only two
data points, a line is drawn through
the points. In this case, the correla-
tion coefficlent, level of significance,
and confidence interval statistics are
not applicable.
7Because the range of %P values
for which velocity measurements were
obtained varied from reference to ref-
erence, the ranges shown on the hori-
zontal and vertical axes of the plots
dlffer from one to the next, i.e., the
plots are not standardized. In some
cases, the plot axes had to be adjusted
to allow the presentation of the
95 percent confidence interval for mean
predicted velocity values.
DISCUSSION
General Observations
Correlatlon coefficients with mag-
nitudes greater than 0.95 were obtained
in 31 out of 42 cases. Levels of sig-
nificance with magnitudes less than 0.025
were obtained in 36 out of 42 cases.
For longitudinal wave velocity, pre-
dicted intercepts (Vo) ranged from
0.443 cm/ps for unpoled PZT4 and
unpoled PZT5 of reference 8 to 1.23 cm/
ps for SIC of reference 33. For shear
wave velocity, predicted intercepts
(Vo) ranged from O.313 cm/ps for YBa 2
Cu307_ X to 0.786 cm/ps for SiC of ref-
erence 26. The quantity (A%P/_%TV)
ranged from -0.52 for porcelain of ref-
erence 7 and poled PZT4 of reference 8
to -8.26 for porcelain T2 of refer-
ence 31. It is understandable that
these quantities vary from one material
to the next since each material has
different elastic properties and density
(eq. (I)). Predicted intercepts (Vo)
for a specific material from different
investigations agree fairly well (see
the plots and tabular entries for
Al203, SiC, and Si3N4). Predicted
slopes for a specific material from
different investigations agree fairly
well in most cases. However, signifi-
cant slope disparity is evident for
A1203: this may be due to the limited
porosity range for the data of refer-
ences 26 and 27 and the inclusion of
green and prefired sample data in the
cases of references 24 and 25. For
reference 26, the limited porosity
range over which data was obtained is
manifested in extremely wide 95 percent
confidence limits for predicted slope,
intercept and mean velocity values. In
fact, one of the bounds for the confi-
dence limits for predicted slope is a
positive value.
Table II compares Vo predicted
from regression analysis with that cal-
culated from equations (7) (longitudi-
nal wave velocity) and (7a) (shear wave
velocity) for several materials.
Values of elastic modulus, Poisson's
ratio, and density for fully-dense
(single crystal and/or polycrystalllne)
materials used in the calculation are
presented. The values of Vo pre-
dlcted from regression and those
obtained from calculation agree within
approximately 17 percent in 16 out of
16 cases, and within approximately
6 percent in ]l out of 16 cases.
Other Microstructural Variables
Affecting Velocity
Although poroslty fraction seems
to be a significant and perhaps the
major microstructura] feature affecting
ultrasonic velocity, several references
point to other microstructural varia-
bles having an impact on velocity.
These include slight compositional var-
iations (ref. 31), preferred domain
orlentation (ref. 8), particle contact
anlsotropy (ref. 39), pore size dlstri-
bution and geometry (ref. 2), and type
of agglomeration (ref. 25). These var-
iables may result in differences in
predicted intercept (Vo) and slope for
what is belleved to be the same mate-
rial from different investigations.
Thus, the authors feel that the most
accurate and precise application of the
ultrasonic velocity method for estimat-
Ing porosity fraction first requires
the development of accurate velocity
versus porosity fraction relationships/
calibrations for the specific material
of interest.
Ramifications
The estimation of batch-to-batch,
sample-to-sample and within-sample %P
variations for a material can be accom-
plished if the quantity (A%P/a%TV) is
known with reasonable confidence for
that material. The nondestructive
mapping of spatial porosity fraction
variations within a sample by means of
an ultrasonic scanning technique has
been reported recently (refs. 50 and
51). This approach may also be useful
in the analysis of the uniformity of
composite materials (ref. 34).
CONCLUSION
A review and statistical analysis
of the ultrasonlc velocity method for
estimating the porosity fraction in
polycrysta111ne materials is presented.
First, a seml-emplrical model was deve-
loped showing the origin of the linear
relatlonship between ultrasonic veloc-
Ity and porosity fraction. Then, from
a compilation of data produced by many
researchers, scatter plots of velocity
versus percent porosity data were shown
for AI203, CuO, MgO, porcelain-based
ceramics, PZT, SiC, $i3N4, steel, tung-
sten, U02, (Uo.3oPuo.70)C , and
YBa2Cu307_ X. Linear regression analy-
sis produced slope, intercept, correla-
tion coefficient, level of significance,
and confidence interval statistics for
the data. Velocity values predicted
from regression analysis for fully-
dense materials are in good agreement
with those calculated from elastic
properties. The estimation of batch-
to-batch, sample-to-sample, and within-
sample variations in porosity fraction
for a material can be accomplished with
ultrasonic velocity measurements if
reasonable confidence exists in the
velocity versus percent porosity linear
relatlonshlp.
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LIST OFSYMBOLSAND ABBREVIATIONSFORTABLE I.
V = Velocity (cm/#sec)
SV = Shear wave velocity (cm/#sec)
LV = Longitudinal wave velocity (cm/#sec)
%TV = Percent theoretical velocity
%P = Percent porosity
Wt. = Weight
/3o = Predicted value of intercept (Theoretical velocity)
/3'o = Predicted value of intercept (Percent theoretical velocity)
/31 = Predicted value of slope (Velocity/percent porosity)
/3'1 = Predicted value of slope (Percenttheoretical velocity/percent porosity)
N/A = Not applicable
RBSN = Reaction-bondedsilicon nitride
,_ = Change in
(A blank appearing in a table entry indicates that the author did not mention
the subject or the information was otherwise unavailable.)
TABLE I.--ULTRASONIC VELOCITY VERSU,q
Matert,lU
AI203
AI203
AI203
AJ_03
AI203
AI203
AI203
Al203
_03
Reference
24
25
16, 24-26
27
24
25
16
Pmceulng Nol_J
Chemlr.J Additive=
I 5 mo_%
Smtenng aids
Sintenng aid,
_er, P_asticizer
Waler
Starting powders
of various mean
pa_desze,B_
Lubncants,
Plasticizer,
Water
15 mol %
Smtenng aids
Sintenng a_l.
Binder. Plasticizer.
Water
Starting powders ot
of vanous mean
_at'o_e SL-,e,Binder
Mlcrostruclura|
Anlsotropy
In_gn_ficant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Velocity
MeacuremeM
Technique
Longitudinai
waves, 10 MHz
Thru-transmission
and pulse-echo
overlap, Longitu-
dinal waves, O_
and wet coupling,
5 MHz
Pulse-echo transit
time, Longitudinal
waves, 10 MHz
Pulse-echo/cross-
correlation,
Longitudinal waves,
50 MHz
Longitudinal waves
Pulse-echo
ovedap.
Shear waves,
5 MHz
Shear waves,
5 MHz
Thru-lransn_ss_on
and_lse-echo
ovedap, Shear
waves. Dry and
v_t cou_g.
1-5 UHz
Pu_e-echo transd
brae, Shear waves.
10 MHz
Veloclly
Measurement
Uncedelnty
(%)
O.t
<O8
< 02
< 02
_t8
Oenslly
Measurement
Technique
OT'y*w'(
dimensJonal
Dry-wt
dimensional
and liquid-
immersion
Dry-wt.
dimensional
Liquid.
immersion
Dry-wt.
dimensional
Dry-wt
dimensional
Dry-w1
dimensional
and liquid-
immersion
(_'y-wt
dJ_
Oenslly
Measurement
Uncedatnty
(%)
<1
<2
< 05
_2
_2
<05
N203 16. 24. 25, 27 Shear waves
AJ203 16, 24-27
CuO 28 Starting pewters Pulse-echo/cross- _ 0 4 {)ry.wT _; 1
d_lerentf_ each co.eraS, _rnens_on=
of 2 dL_ks Lon_udin_d waves,
O_ coupon0.
5 MHz
"Green" 29 20 wt % s 0 5 D_y-wt _ 1PuLse-echo
overlap,
Lo_gitudinaJ waves,
t2S Mltz
TheoratJca_ Predicted
Oemdty. _, Une Equation
Ut4d II (V=_ • %P+.
C.Idculate
(_/¢¢)
3.96 LV - -0ORB - %P.
398 LV - -0Or9 • %P.
398 LV = - 0007 * %P +
3.9_ LV= -0004. %P+
398 LV = - 0 016 • %P+
398 SV= -0003. %P + (
398 SV = -0012. %P +(
398 SV= -0010, %P +(
398 SV= -0004 • %P + 0
398 SV= -0009 • %P + 0
640 LV = -0006 • %P +0,
2 70 LV = - 0014 * %P + 08
fOLDOUT FRAME /

PERCENT POROSITY: REVIEW ANO STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Predicted tine Equation Correlation
(MzTV = P'I " lytP + "8't) CoefficJelN
Level of
Significance
109 _TV. -165. %P + 100 -0999
00001
113 %1'V = -1.64 ,, %P + 100 -0992
00OO1
100 %'rv= -0736.%P+ 100 -0928
00001
10t %TV- -0377 • %P + 100 - 0.698
0302
110 %T'V= -1.43 • %P + 100 -0949
0 0001
)669 %T'V= -0477.%P+ 100 -094
0O06
655 %TV = -187. %P + 100 -10
00001
)666 %TV= -165.%P+ 100 -0987
OO0O3
628 %TV = -0.6_ • _ * 100 -099(}
0 000t
693 %W= - 135 • e_:_ + 100 -0910
00001
474 %W= -13,4'°_+ 100 -0990
00100
817 I',I/A - 1 0
0 012
95% Confidence
Intervals for Predicted
Intercept (.8I) zmd
Slope (,81)
107 < _0 :_ 112
-0019 < _1 s -0017
95_ Confidence ,_% P
Intervals for PredlctlKI _,qH_
Intercept (,8'0) and
Slope (_'t)
-061
-061
-1.36
0923 _ ,80 _ 109
-0016 < .81 _< 00C8
106 < _0 _ 115
-2.65
957 < _"o _ 104 -0699
-0018 s _1 < -0013
0648 < Bo -< 0663
-0013 <- #_ -< -0012
-1.61 _ /_'1 < -1.25
98.9 < #'0 s 101
-193 _ #'_ _ -181
990 < _3'0 _ t01
-0705 < _"_ _ -0.610
-2.10
-0.53
- 065
- 151
0656 -< do -< 0729 946 < #'0 <- 105 -0.741
-0011 s #1 _ -0008 -157 s #'1 _ -114
- 0.7460400 <_ #o -< 0549
-0009 _< r_1 --< --0004
0673 _ #o -< 0961
-0017 <_ #1 -< -0010
Largest
Velocity
Variation
Across One
Surface ol
Specimen
(%)
15
N/A - 0 60 2
Comments
5 data po*nts lumped together tn low
% porosdy region separated w_lety
from 1 data point in high % poros4y
(Partially-fired specimen)
Velocity may be very slightly sens4tive
to the type of agglomerates found in
ceramic samples, which may depend cm
whether sar'_le is caloned (x noL 2 data
points in low % porosity region widely
separated from other 4 data points in
high % polosity region (Green samples)
16 data points
Limited data region; 4 data points
32 data points, all longitudinal wave data
6 data points
5 data points lumped Iogelher in low
% porosity region separaled w_dety
from 1 data point in h_gh % porosity
region (Partiany-hred speomen)
Velocity may be very slightly sensitive
to the type of agglomerates found in
ceramic samples, which may depend on
whether sample is caloned or not; 2 data
points in low % perosdy regK_ wsdely
separaled from other 4 data points _n
h_h % poros_ reg_ (Green samples)
17 data points
35 data ponts, all shear wave data
Companson
4 data ix)mrs,4 specimens cut from
2 disks, C_O phase confirmedfrom
x-rayd_racbon
3 data points; matenal ts unsmtered.
green compacl
Corresponding
Figure Numbel
10
12
13
FOLDOUI E_
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TABLE L-ULTRASONIC VELOCITY VERSUS PERCENT POROS/T
Material
Porce_al_
Porcelain
Reference Processing Notes/
Chemical AdditNes
Mtcrostructural
Anisotropy
Preferred granular
orlenlafion
Preferred granular
orientation
ve_
Measurement
Technique
Pulse-echo
overlap,
Longitudinal waves,
2 MHz
Pulse-echo
overlap. Shear
waves, 2 MHz
veiny
Measuremenl
Uncedalnty
<01
_01
_n_my
Measurement
Technique
Ory-wt
d_mensional
Ory-wt
dimensional
Porcelain 7
Porcelain 30 Longitudinal waves,
1 5-3 MHz
Porcelain P1 31 (See ref) Longrludinal waves, < 1 Dry-wt _< 1
(See rel ) 15 MHz dimensional
Porcelain P"2 31 (See re1 ) Longitudinatwaves, _< 1 Dry-wt < 1
(See tel) 15 MHz dimensional
Porcelam T1 31 (See tel ) Longitudinal waves, _ 1 Ory-_. _< 1
(See ref.) 15 MHz d_mensional
Porcelain T2 31 (See ref) Longitudinal waves, _< 1 Ory-wt _ 1
(See ref ) 15 MHz dlmens_onal
Unpoled PZT4 8 Ins1_ntf¢cant _ 01 L_utd- _ 2
immersion
Poled PZT4
PZ'T4
Pu_se-ech¢
ovedap.
Long,tudmal waves,
50 MHz
Pulse-echo
overlap.
Longitudinal waves,
50 MHz
Pu)se-echo
overlap,
Longitudinalwaves,
5(} MH2
Pulse-echo
ovedap,
Longitudinal waves,
50MHz
Unlx)leOPETs
Poied PZT5
Preferred electrical
dorr_ln orlenlallon
__01
_< 01
0.1
lns_onihcant
PreIerr_ eleclncal
domain orlentat_on
PZT5
L=qu<l-
immersion
liqu_l-
immersion
Liqu_-
immersion
I)ensl_ Theorelloal Pr_lL-led
Meuurement Density, Pro, Line Equation
Uncertainty Used I1= (I/= _'I " %P + _ltl
(_) Calculate
% Porosity
(lice)
I 26 LV= -0013" %P +0728 %
<- I 2 6 SV - - 0 009 • %P + 0 448 %T
260 LV= -0006. %P + 0618 %T'_
2 51 LV = -0002 • %P + 0 611 %TV
256 LV = -0005, %P+0615 %TV
258 LV = -0001 • %P +0623 %TV
264 lV= -0 0008. %P + 0 626 %TV
80 LV = -0007. %P +0443 _TV
_- 2 80 LV= -0009. %P +0483 %l'V
-< 2 80 LV= -00(_, %P +0443
<- 2 B0 tV= -0010,,%P +04B6 %TV=
FOLDOUT F F_ J.

PORO,T_TY:REV1EW AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS-CONTINUED
Pr_licIN Une Equalled _lallo_
(_kTV = #'1 * %P ÷ B'I) Coefficient
Level el
Significance
95a,46Confiden_
Intervals for Predicted
Intercept _0) end
Slope _1)
r28 _TV = -1.78 • %P + 100 -0993 0713 -< _0 "; 0743
000O1
-00014 -< _1 -< -00012
148 %TV . - 1 93 " %P + 100 -0 998 0 442 -< 80 -< 0 454
0000t
-0009 -< _i -< -0008
;18 %TV, -0935 • %P + 100 -0.987 060G _< 8 o _< 0630
00001
-(_07 -<,#1 _< -0_05
111 %TV= -0312" %P+ 100 -0586 0553 -< _I0 -< 0668
0414
-0010 "< _31-< 0.0(36
,15 %TV. -0 740 • %P + 100 -0983 0598 -< /3o -< 0.631
0017
-0007 -< _1 -< -0002
i23 %TV = -0167" P + 100 -0894 0612 -< _0 -< 0632
0106
-0003 -< ,_1 -< 00005
;26 %TV , -0121 * %P + 100 -0947 0621 < _0 -< 0631
0 653
-0002 _ _1 -< 0003
43 %TV . - 1 6,8 * %P + 100 NIA NIA
N/A
83 %T'V = - 193 * %P + 100 N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
43 %1"V= -185. %P + 100
8G %TV. -2.12 • %P + 100
N/A
95_k Confldeace
Intervals for Predicted
Intercept 1.8'e ) end
Slope (,8' I )
992 _< _'0 < 101
-0,246 $ _'r -< 0004
N/A
N/A
,__._Z.e
a% 'rv
-0.56
-0 52
- 1.07
-321
-1.35
-5.99
-826
-0.60
- 0.52
N/A N/A - 054
N/A N/A - 047
Velocity
Verletlon
Across Oct
Surface ef
Specimen
(.,_;
Commer_
27 data pornts; multiphase ceramic;
sample composition and thus theoretical
density vary slightly v,qth hrmg temper-
ature; measurements made along
ext rus_on axis
14
15
Comparison 16
7 data points, multiphase ceramic, 17
sample composition and thus theoretical
density vary slightly w_lh firing temp
t84 data penis; mutfiphase ceramic:
sample composition and thus theoretical
density vary slightly vath firing letup
2 data poets for each set: PZT4, PZTS,
and PZT7 are each different SOL_ solution
combinations of PbZrO3 and PbT_O3 but
theoretical density is - 8 0 g/cc for each:
poling orients electric domains: velooly
measured along polanzee direction for
poled specimens: no correlation coef-
ficient is given since only 2 data points
for each set; atl poled sets have higher
theoretical velocity than corresponding
unix)led set
Companson
2 data ponts for each set; PZT4. PZT5,
and PZT7 are each different solid solutmr_
combinations of PbZrO3 and PbTIO3 but
theoretical density is - 8.0 g(cc for each,
poling orients electric domains; velocity
measured along polarized direction for
poled specimens; no correlation coel-
ficient is given since only 2 data points
for each sel, all poled sets have higher
theoretical velocity than corresponding
unpole_t set
Comparison
19
22
23
24
25
26
27
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TABLE L--ULTI_SONIC VELOCITY VERSUS PERC
Material
Unpoled PZT?
Poled PZT7
PZT7 8
UnpoJed PZT 8
Puled PZT
"Green"
_-S_C
,:,-_C
_,-S_C
Reference Processln O Notes/
C_umlcal
8_nder
Boron and
cafbonac eoL_s
resin bm(:lers
MlcroSlruclurel
Anlsotropy
Insignificant
Preterred electrical
domain orientation
Some specimens
have preferred
pore onenlahon
Velocity
MeesuremeM
Technique
Pulse-echo
ovedap,
Longitudinal waves.
50 MHz
Pu}se-echo
ovedap.
Lonoit_inal waves.
50 MHz
Thru-transr_s._on
tranSrl time,
Longiludinal waves,
500 KHz
Pulse.echo/cross-
correiat_fL
Longitudinal waves.
100 MHz
Pulse-echo
overlap,
Longitudina; waves.
25 MHz
Vele¢_
MeasufemuM
Uncertainty
<01
< 0.1
< 1
<01
oensalr
Measurement
Technique
L_-
immerr_on
immer,s_on
Liquid-
immersaon
Dry.wt
dimeno_a(
Liqu_l-
imme_on
OensJty Tbeorettc4d Predicted
Meesuremeut Density, _, Unu Equn_
Uncertainty Used te (V = BI • MmP+
pall C,elculMI
PoTo4_II'y
(W©c)
< 2 80 LV= -0004, %P
s 2 80 LV = -0005•%P,
2 322 LV = -0007 0 %p +,
1 322 LV = -0014, %P +
_2
c,-S_C 35 )nsJgnilicant Pulse-echo < 1 Dry-w1 <_ 1
overlap, dimensional
lo_gctudinalwaves.
20 MHz
o-_C 33-35 Lono_t_nat waves
o-S_C 26 Boron and Some specimens Pulse-echo/cross- s 0 1 UquJd. s 2
carbonaceous have preterTed corretahon. Shear immersion
ream bnderS pore orientation waves, 20 MHz
o-S*C 26, 33-35
S_3N4 36 Insignificant __ 1 Ory-wX _.s 1
climensional
Pulse.echo
overlap,
Longitudinal waves.
25-45 MH2
Hot-p(ess_ sti',con
nitndehas I%
MoO s(ntenn,_a=d
and 0 5-1% impu-
rity,RBSN has
< 1% impur_es
ar_ various
amounts of unre-
acteds,,4w;on
322 LV = -0011 • %P +
322 LV = -0011 • %P +
322 LV = -0011 • %P +
322 SV= -0009 • %P + I
330 lV = -0015 • %P +
Fr:_LCOUT FRAME I

dI POROSITY: REVIEW ANO STATISTICAL ANALYSIS--CONTINUED
Predicted LJne Equation Correlation
(_TV : _'1 " %P + _'l_ Coefficient
Level of
Sign_cance
)464 %TV. -0760. %P + 100
0494 %TV. -0952- %P + 100
464 N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
-0974
0OO01
23 %TV= -1 16, %P + 100 -0993
OO0O1
21 %TV= -0916 • %P + 100 -0999
0 O00t
22 %TV = -0883. %P + 100 -0957
OO0O1
22 %TV = -0912 • %P + 100 -0964
0 0001
786 %TV. -116,%P+ 100 -0991
OO001
11 %TV= -134 * %P + 100 NIA
N/A
_% Confidence
Intervalc for Predicted
Intercept We) and
Slope _i)
Confidence
Intervals for PredlctN
Intercept (#'l) and
Slope _'1
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
N/A
,,% TV
- 132
-105
-0633
-0 862
121 s Jo s 122 998 _ _l'0 s 100 -109
-0012 _ Jr s -0011 -0962 _ _'i s -0670
i 22 s d o _ 122 999 s _'0 _ 100 -I 13
-0011 _ _I s -0010 -0939 s _'i _ O_
1216 _ _0 s 1220 999 <- _3'0 -< 100 -110
-0012 _< _1 S -0011 -0939 _< d' i s -0832
0711 <_ J0 s 0859 990 _ _1'0 s 101 -086
-0010 _< _I _ -0_ -132 _< _l'I _< -101
N/A N/A - 0 75
Largest
Velocity
Variation
Across One
Sudoce ef
Specimen
_< 01
<5
< 1
sOt
Commenls
2 data penis for each set; PZT4. PZT5,
and PZT7 are each different so4_ so4ution
combinations ol PbZrO 3 and Pb TEl3 but
theoretical density is -80 O/cc for each:
poling orients electnc domains; velooty
measured along potanzed direcbon tot
poled specimens_ no correlation coef-
ficienl is given unce only 2 data points
for each set all poled sets have higher
theoretical velocity lhan corresponding
unpoled set
Corresponding
Figure Numben
28
29
Comparison 30
Companson 31
Comparison 32
6 data pocntsl material is unsmtered
green compact large velocity vanation
even though small densqy vanation within
specimen: quality of contact between
indavndualpowder parlioles may affect
velocity
6 data pornts_each data pont =s for a
parbcular batch and msthe average of
- 24 measurements on - 8 specimens
Velocdy not greatly sensittve to mean
pore size, mean pore orlenlat_on, and
mean grain size
6 dala points 35
194 data points 36
208 data points, all Iong_tudnnal wave data 37
8 data ponts, most specimens from 38
same batchesused by Baaklini
Comparison 39
40No correlation coefficient is given smce
only 2 data pomls; but each ponl is
average of measurement on 25 speomens,
data pont in low% pc.ros_tyre(p_ L_for
hot-pressed SiaN4 whle data pont in high
% porosCy is for reaction-bonded_3N4
FOLI;OLIG FRAME
17
4_
TABLE L--ULTRASONIC VELOCRY VERSUS PERCENT
Material
S_3N4
S_3N4
Si3N4
Si3N4
_3N4
SJaN4
S=3N4
Sleel
A-dJrechon
(See ref )
Steel
B-d,ectJon
(See ref )
Steel
C-direclion
(SEe rel )
Sleel
nl_etence
38
36-38
37
37, 38
36-38
39
39
39
39
Processln 0 Notes/
Chemical Additives
Inlection-moId_.
slip-cast, and hot.
pressed specimens
RBSN has < 1%
_mpurities and var-
ious amounts of
unreacted silicon
Inaction-molded.
slip-casl, and hot-
pressed specimens
RBSN has < 1%
_mpurit_es and var-
ious amounts of
unreacted silicon
MtcrostructurJ
Anlsolropy
Ins=gnificant
Insigndicant
Possibly particle
contact anislropy
(s 5%) based on
pressing direction
Vek_
Measuremenl
Technique
Thru-transn_ss=on
transit tin'm,
LongitudinaJwaves,
5 MHz
Pulse-echo
ovedap.
Longitudinal waves,
15MHz
Longitudinal waves
Thru-lransrn=ss_on
transit hme, Shear
waves. 5 MHz
Pulse.echo
ovedap. Shear
waves. 15 MHz
Shear waves
Thru-transmissJ_
)ulse-echo ovedap.
Dry coupling Longi-
tudinal waves,
I 5-2 25 M_
Thru-transmlssion
)ulse-echo ovedap.
Orycoup_OLor_
tudlnaJ waves.
1 5-2 25 MHz
Thru-transmiss_on
pulse.echo ovedap.
Dry coupling Lon,_-
tudinal waves.
15-2 25 MHz
v=lo¢_
Measutemenl
Uncertain_
sO1
_<01
< 001
< 001
-< 001
Measuremenl
Technique
Dry-w1
dimensional
Dry-w1
dimensional
ASTM
8-328-60
ASTM
8-328-60
ASTM
B-328-60
Measurement
Uncertainly
sO1
sOt
Undeter_n_
_o_y
s2%
Undelernlned.
!_obab!y
s2%
Undeter_ned.
probably
l_eo_eUc4d I_redictecl
Density, PD, Une Equation
Used to (V=_' I • %p + _,o)
Celculale
I_ POrllll_
(_cc)
330 LV= -0016 • %p + 1"
330 LV = -0013. %P + I "
330 LV= -0014" %P+ 1"
330 SV = -0008 • %P, 06"
330 SV= -0007. %P + 06"
330 SV= -0007 • %P + or_
785 LV = -0007 • %P + 05_
785 LV- -0009 • %P + 05&
785 LV - -0009. %P +059(
FOL ou',- I

_T POROSITY: REVIEW AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS-CONTINUED
P_lcted Une Equ_
(_Tv =,e'_ • _P + e'_)
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Figure 1. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (ref. 24).
Velocity = -0.018 x peroent porosity + 1.09.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.65 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.999.
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Figure 2. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (ref. 25).
Velocity = -0.019 x percent porosity + 1.13.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.64 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation ocefficJent = -0.992.
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Figure 3. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (ref. 16).
Velocity = -0.007 x percent porosity + 1.00.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.736 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.982.
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Figure 4. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for AI203 (ref. 26).
Velocity = -0,004 x percent porosity + 1.01.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.377 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0,698.
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Figure 5, - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (refs. 16, 24 to 26),
Velocity = -0,016 x percent porosity + 1.10.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.43 x percant porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0,949.
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Figure 6. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (ref. 27).
Velocity = -0.003 x percent porosity + 0.669.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.477 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.936.
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Figure 7. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (ref. 24).
Velocity = -0.012 x percent porosity + 0.655.
Percent theo(etlcal velocity = -1.87 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation ceeffictent = -1.00.
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Figure 8. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for AI203 (ref. 25).
Velocity = -0.010 x percent porosity + 0.666.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.55 x percent porosity + 100.
Co_elatk)n coefficient = -0.987.
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Figure 9. - Shear velocity versus percent pocoslty for AI203 (ref. 16).
Velocity - -0.004 x percent porosity + 0.828.
Percent rneoretlcal velocity = -0.662 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.990.
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Figure 10. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (refs. 16, 24, 25, 27).
Velocity = --0.009 x percent porosity + 0.693.
Percent _eoretical velocity = -1.35 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.910.
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Figure 11. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for AI20 3 (refs. 16, 24 to 27).
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Figure 12. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for CuO (ref. 28).
Velocity = -0.006 x percent porosity + 0.474.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.34 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.990.
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Figure 13. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for "green" MgO (ref. 29).
Velocity = -0,018 x percent porosity + 0.817.
Correlation coefficient = -1.00.
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Figure 14. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain (ref. 7).
Velocity = -0.013 x percent porosity + 0.728,
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.78 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.994.
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Figure 15. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain (ref. 7).
Velocity = -0.009 x percent porosity + 0.448.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.93 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.998.
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Figure 16. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain (ref. 7).
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Figure 17. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain (ref. 30).
Velocity = -0.006 x percent porosity + 0.618.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.935 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation ceefficient = -0.987.
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Figure 18. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain P1 (ref. 31).
Velocity = -0.002 x percent porosity + 0.611.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.312 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.586.
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Figure 19. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain P2 (ref. 31 ).
Velocity =--0.005 x percent porosity + 0.615.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.740 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.983.
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Figure 20. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain T1 (ref. 3).
Velocity = -0.001 x percent porosity + 0.623.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.167 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.894.
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Figure 21. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for porcelain T2 (ref. 31).
Velocity = -0.001 x percent porosity + 0.626.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.121 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.947.
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Figure 22. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for unpoled PZT4 (ref. 8).
Velocity = -0.007 x percent porosity + 0.443.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.68 x percent porosity + 100,
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Figure 23. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for poled PZT4 (ref. 8).
Velocity = -0,009 x percent porosity + 0.483.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.93 x percent porosity + 100.
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Figure 24. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for PZT4 (ref, 8).
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Figure 25. - Longl[udlnal velocity versus percent porosity for unpo_ed PZT5 (rer. 8).
Velodty = -0.008 x percent poroslty + 0.443.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.85 x percent porosity + 100.
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Figure 26. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for poled PZT5 (ref. 8).
Velocity - -0.010 x percent porosity + 0.486.
Percent theoretical velocity. -2.12 x percent porosity + 100.
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Figure 27. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity fc_ PZT5 (ref. 8).
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Figure 28. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for unpoled PZT7 (ref. 8).
Velocity = -0.004 x percent porosity + 0.464.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.760 x percent porosity + 100.
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Figure 29. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for poled Pz'r7 (ref. 8).
Velocity = -0,005 x percent porosity + 0.494.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.952 x percent porosity + 100.
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Figure 30. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for PZT7 (ref. 8].
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Figure 31. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for unpoled PZT (ref, 8),
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Figure 32. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosJty for poled PZT (rsf, 8).
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Figure 33. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for green SiC (ref. 32).
Velocity = -0.007 x percent porosity + 0.464.
Correlation coefficient = -0.974.
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Figure 34. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for SiC (ref. 93).
Velocity = -0.014 x percent porosity + 1.23.
Percent theoretical velo_ty = -1.16 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coeffident = -0.993.
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Figure 35. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for SiC (ref. 34).
Velocity = -0.011 x percent porosity + 1.21.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.916 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.999.
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Figure 36. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for SiC (ref. 35).
Velocity = --0.011 x percent porosity + 1.22.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.883 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.957.
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Figure 37. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for SiC (refs. 33 to 35).
Velocity = --0.011 x percent porosity + 1.22.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.912 x percent porosity + 100.
CorTelation coefficient = -0.964.
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Figure 38. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for SIC (ref. 26).
Velocity = -0.009 x percent porosity + 0.786.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.16 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.991.
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Figure 39. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for SiC (refs. 26, 33 to 35).
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Figure 40. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for Si3N 4 (ref. 36),
Velocity = -0.015 x percent porosity + 1.11.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.34 x percent porosity + 100.
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Figure 41. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for Si3N 4 (ref. 37).
Velocity = -0.016 x percent porosity + 1.14.
Percent theoretical velocity = -I .41 x percent porosity + 100
Correlation coefficient = -0.997.
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Figure 42, - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for Si3N 4 (ref. 38).
Velocity = -0.013 x percent porosity + 1.12.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.15 x percent porosity + 100
Correlation coefficient = -0.991.
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Figure 43. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for SI3N 4 (refs. 36 to 38),
Velocity - -0.014 x percent porosity + 1.12,
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.27 x percent porosity + 100
Correlation coefficient = --0.981.
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Flgure44. -Shear vek:x:Ityversus percentpolity forSI3N4 (ref.37).
Velocity = -0.008 x percent porosity + 0.652.
Percent theoretical velocity - -1.18 x percent porosity + 100
Correlation coefficient = -0.991.
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Figure 45. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for Si3N4 (ref. 38).
Velocity = -0.007 x percent porosity + 0.675.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.10 x percent porosity + 100
Correla0on coefficient = -0.984.
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Figure 46. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for SI3N 4 (refs. 37, 38).
Velocity = -0.007 x percent porosity + 0.645.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.07 x percent porosity + 100
Correlation coefficient = -0.973.
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Figure 47. - Ultrasonic vekx_ty versus percent porosity for Si3N 4 (refs. 36 to 38).
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Figure 48. - Longitudinal velocity measured in the A direction versus percent
porosity for stee_ (ref. 39).
Velocity = -0.007 x percent porosity + 0,563.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1,19 x percent porosity + 100.
Corretation coefficient = -0.972,
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Figure 49. - LongitUdinal velocity measured in the B direction versus percent
porosity for steel (ref, 39).
Velocity = -0.009 x percent porosity + 0.588,
Percent theoretical velocity = -1,53 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.985.
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Figure 50. - Longitudinal velocity measured in the C direction versus percent
porosity for steel (ref. 39),
Velocity = -0.009 x percent porosity + 0.590.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.48 x percent porosity + 100,
Correlation coefficient = -0.996.
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Figure 51. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for steel (ref. 39).
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Figure 52. - Longitudinal velodty versus percent porosity for tungsten (ref, 2) with
Kenna nominal 4 wn starting powder size.
Velocity = -0,005 x percent porosity + 0.520.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.939 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.960,
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Figure 53. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for tungsten (ref. 2) with
General Electric nominal 4 I_n starting powder size.
Velocity = -0.006 x percent porosity + 0,558.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.13 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.g 18.
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Figure 54. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for tungsten (ref. 2) with
General Electrl¢ nominal 18 .urnstarting powder size.
Velocity = -0.008 x percent porosity + 0.554.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.38 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.992,
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Figure 55. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for tungsten (ref. 2),
Velocity = -0.006 x percent porosity + 0.533.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1,1 t x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.916.
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Figure 56. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for tungsten (ref. 2).
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Figure 57. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for UO 2 (ref. 40).
Velocity = -0.008 x percent porosity + 0.550.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.4g x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.997.
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Figure 58. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for (U 0.30 Pu0.70)C (ref. 41 ).
Velocity = -0.004 x percent porosity + 0.460.
Percent theoretical velocity = -0,958 x percent porosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -.0,949.
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Figure 59. - Longitudinal velocity versus percent porosity for YBa2Cu307_ x (ref. 43).
Velocity = -0.OO7 x percent porosity + 0.565.
Percent theoretical velocity = -1.28 x percent porosity + 100.
Con'elation coeffident = -0.991.
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Figure 60. - Shear velocity versus percent porosity for YBa2Cu307_ x (refs. 11,42
to 45).
Velocity = -0.002 x percent porosity + 0.313,
Percent theoretical velocity = -0.768 x percent p<xosity + 100.
Correlation coefficient = -0.814.
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Figure 61. - Ultrasonic velocity versus percent porosity for YBa2CU3OT_ x (refs 11,
42 to 45).
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